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Fashion trends go in cycles â€“ when one item goes into popularity, another fades away to return a
decade or two later. The same goes for bright and bombastic colors â€“ the style hit its heyday in the
1990s and is back with a vengeance, as contrasting colors have become the norm on the fashion
runway and on everyday people in the streets. The surge of colors seemed to come all at once,
perhaps a backlash to the rein of neutral, safe tones that lasted quite some time.

How do you adjust your wardrobe to keep up with this new fashion trend? Even if your closet is
mostly full of black, beige and white, colorful accessories allow you to easily brighten up anything
you have. Find an affordable source for trendy jewelry and you can have a variety of pieces on hand
so you won't get bored.

Feathered jewelry is a great option â€“ these add a level of exotic that other pieces just can't. Even if
you don't go with colored feathers, natural feather colors on bracelets, earrings and necklaces will
really stand out and spice up your look. Just don't go overboard on the feathers all in one ensemble,
or it may look like you are trying too hard.

Other options for adding color to your jewelry box include bright knuckle rings, layered bracelets in a
variety of colors, charm bracelets, large colored earrings and cocktail rings. Remember, the colors
do not have to match what you already own. In fact, the more contrast the better!
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